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About This Game

Control a faction of people that survived the world ending events which left most the world scarred and barren.

Features

 Resources are scarce and must be used wisely if you want to stay one step ahead of other factions.
Using Provisions, Building Supplies and Ammo as the currency of the new world.

 Design your base of operations for your faction and develop it how you want.

 With random personalities, factions can treat you or eachother differently from game to game.*

Customize your units to suit different tasks in your society and become unstoppable.

Story
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The world is shaken and ravaged over wars for resources.
Leaving the surviving inhabitants left to pick up the pieces and try to rebuild their world.

Most of the worlds resources are now scattered or gone, so its up to you to find, make or steal some.
More of the story can be found through journal entries, discovered by your units in their explorations.
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Title: Fall of Civilization
Genre: Adventure, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Luke Dodds
Publisher:
New Reality Games
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 64 bit

Processor: Duel Core Intel or AMD processor 2.3GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT 545 or AMD 5570 card or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 800 MB available space

Sound Card: Intel HD

English
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Cheap game. Laggy controls. Buggy mess.. God tier game. This game turned my life around.. this game sucks, yet I still have
played it for 80+ hours.

Send help.. I have read many, many stories, and played a lot of games, and in doing so I have become used all kinds of "surprise
endings" and "plot twists", so finding this gae, which not only surprised me with it's twists, but was also fun to play, was a treat.
The fact that this game is a commentary on some "taboo" subjects, and shows those subjects so clearly is amazing, especially
since some of the developers went through those situations. I loved the game and what it shows and I would like to thank the
developers for making this game, although I am truly very sorry for what inspired it.. Played through the free version and loved
it, at least where it ended off at and had me wanting more. Also I'm Stoked for the anime coming this fall!
. I got this as part of a humble bundle. It's a stick figure simple version of metal gear, or at least that's how I would describe it.
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The game tries very hard to be Super Meat Boy but it totally lacks the fluid controls that game had. The controls feel heavy and
clunky at times.

It's saving grace is the corpse feature, which allows you to use your previous fails to your advantage.

It's still infuriatingly hard but for all those hard-core platform game lovers out there, this will definitely give you your daily
difficulty fix.

For people who do not enjoy retrying each level 75+ times, you can still have fun with this. Eventually you will stack enough
bear corpses everywhere, that you can basically walk to the finish :D.. It's a fun, visually appealing little Zelda inspired game for
the first couple hours. Then you run out of equipment to progress to, and THEN you get to the desert.

The desert is just awful, honestly. You get access to a couple new pieces of equipment, most of which I already had the
materials to make as soon as I arrived. Then you're given a bunch of quests that involve running long distances across featureless
sand. It was kind of funny how I got the tooltip about choosing your attacks based on enemy resistances, immediately before
entering a zone where all the enemies have resistances to every single damage type.

Based on the first area I'd say the game definitely has some potential, but it still needs a lot of work that really should have been
taken care of while it was still in early access.. Great warm story about the hollowness of life. Probably even better than the
original - Everlasting Summer.. One of the best naval trade and managing game in my opinion. Sail in to the dangerious waters,
fight against pirates, become a mayor of your city... Possibilities are endless.
. very worth to buy <3

Update 1.4 is Live - WMR Support:
Update 1.4 has been tested and is now ready for the main branch.

Here's what's changed:

 Windows Mixed Reality support! If you’ve used or intend to use WMR, note that this is now a native WMR
application and does not use Steam VR. The experience using the thumbsticks was far superior to using the touchpad
(this was tested on a Samsung Odyssey). So if you use WMR via Steam VR, the thumbsticks will not work - close Steam
VR.

 Hands are now physically simulated, and hand placement on weapons is much improved.
Hands video

 Enemies have IK foot placement. No more floating feet.
Feet video

Additionally, we think it’s prudent to add a rollback branch in case of issues in the future. This will always have the previous
version available in case you run into issues with an update. Rollback is currently set to 1.3.
. Update 1.4 - WMR, Hands & Feet:
We’ve started on some new content and we’re glad you want more of The Morrigan! It would be easy to crank out a few similar
levels to what we have already, but that’s not what we’re about. We do have some changes ready to share, however. As usual
these will go on the Beta branch for a few days prior to live.

Here’s what’s changed:

 Windows Mixed Reality support! If you’ve used or intend to use WMR note that this is now a native WMR
application and does not use Steam VR. The experience using the thumbsticks was far superior than using the touchpad
(This was tested on a Samsung Odyssey). So if you use WMR via Steam VR the thumbsticks will not work - close Steam
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VR.

 Hands are now physically simulated, and hand placement on weapons is much improved. Hands

 Enemies have IK foot placement. No more floating feet.  Feet

. Update 1: Bucketload of physics:
We’ve listened to the feedback from the first public testers, and as everyone enjoyed the physics... we decided to add a
bucketload more! Weapons now collide with everything: blades don’t pass through walls or anything else. It was a lot of work,
but it adds so much to the immersion that it’s worth it.

Secondly, we had another pass at the animation to remove some edge cases where the characters could be erratic. It should be a
lot more stable now.

Thirdly, we added a stamina system for attacking. Previously, making multiple small swings was counterproductive, as each one
only did a tiny amount of damage compared to one big swing. This should encourage placed strikes and blocks in combat.
Stamina and health are displayed on the gauntlets in-game.

There were a few other tweaks to combat to improve pacing and make it slightly more challenging. We’re holding off making
this too hard at the moment, at least while people are still learning the game. Harder modes will come in future updates.

The introduction scene was reworked to fit better into the narrative too.

Plus the usual bugfixes, etc.

We’re on to the next update now.
. Update 1.3 - On Beta branch now:
Four days since release and the response has been great - thanks for the support! In this update we’re fixing a few bugs that were
deemed too risky for pre-launch and adding a few of your suggestions to the mix.

Here’s what’s changed:

Dropping items on the Vive is quicker

Bonfires can now light torches and arrows

Enemies pausing briefly at the pillars in the arena is fixed

All breakable pots have a chance of dropping gold.

Enemy weapon damage increased slightly. Health pickups increased to counter this extra damage

Opening doors and interaction in general should be easier

Skeletons should break doors reliably

Fixed issue where health potion sometime made damage sound on consume if health full

Fixed issue where switching a health potion from a shoulder slot and consuming straight away doesn't consume the
potion

Health bar is now invisible when picking up heads.
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Fixed an issue where killing a character while they were getting up caused animation issues

Adjusted start positions so it should not be possible to start in the floor

All potions now have glowing effect applied

Fixed a few floating rocks

Few slight level changes for better flow

This update is currently live on the beta branch (everyone has access to all branches). If a few days pass with no major issues, it
will be passed on to the default branch.
. Update 1.3 - now live on all branches:
Update 1.3 has been live a few days on beta and there have been no issues reported. It's now live for all. In case you missed the
update notes, here's what's changed:

Dropping items on the Vive is quicker

Bonfires can now light torches and arrows

Enemies pausing briefly at the pillars in the arena is fixed

All breakable pots have a chance of dropping gold.

Enemy weapon damage increased slightly. Health pickups increased to counter this extra damage

Opening doors and interaction in general should be easier

Skeletons should break doors reliably

Fixed issue where health potion sometime made damage sound on consume if health full

Fixed issue where switching a health potion from a shoulder slot and consuming straight away doesn't consume the
potion

Health bar is now invisible when picking up heads.

Fixed an issue where killing a character while they were getting up caused animation issues

Adjusted start positions so it should not be possible to start in the floor

All potions now have glowing effect applied

Fixed a few floating rocks

Few slight level changes for better flow

We're on to a content update now.. Update 1.1:
This update is mainly focused on stability. As we approach launch we wanted to make sure we had a fallback update to go live
with. The last main update added a few bugs that we’ve been fixing, and in terms of content, there’s a new puzzle at the end of
the church level. Also dialog boxes have had the placeholder graphics substituted for one that’s more in keeping with the style of
the game.
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Bugfixes:

Weapons should now always hit when they are supposed to and not stop working.

Animation stability is hugely improved.

Loading and saving should work correctly (note to self: autosave on exit is a good idea. Autosave on exit to load an
autosave is a TERRIBLE idea). Also fixes the zero health on load bug.

Control system has been updated in line with a more standard mapping on Vive and Oculus.

Items should no longer get stuck in the wall/floor if you pick them up at an odd angle.

Stamina system removed.

Traps impact enemies consistently now.

Player hit effect more obvious now.

Plus smaller fixes.

Hoping to get a content update in pre-launch...
. Update 1.2:
We managed to cram a bit more content in for launch. Here’s a rundown of what’s new:

Added new combat section to Bridge level

Added new combat section to Garden level

Updated physics death animations to respond better to killing impact

Added fire arrows (you can light arrows with fire in the game now)

Torches now go out when you put them away - and can be re-lit with fire in the game

Charged attacks are back in: shields do knockdowns, blades and arrows do more powerful attacks

Skeletons can kick down doors if they are blocking movement

Smooth turn is now an option, as well as usual snap turn

AI pathfinding is improved

Enabled dynamic res on Oculus

Changed config values to use integers rather than floats. Basically it means you can now set something to 100% rather
than 99%.

Health potions have new material to make them more obvious

Plus smaller fixes
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